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Upgrade Offer f or A L L
C ubase A I users !
As a user of Cubase AI there‘s never
been a better time to upgrade your
DAW and enjoy the great features
available in the latest incarnations
of Cubase and Cubase Artist. Hot off
the press, our friends at Steinberg
have announced an upgrade offer
at a fantastic price, so just pick the
Cubase version that suits you best
and get inspired by the producerís
choice!

Cubase Artist 7
The ideal choice for your project studio
Cubase Artist offers a range of proven
editing and sequencing tools based on
the same core technologies used and
appreciated by musicians around the world.

The latest Cubase generation highlights
new and enhanced tools that are used by
star producers and musicians around the
world for composing, recording, mixing
and editing music in the highest quality.

To find out more and purchase your Cubase 7

From now until August 31 2013 you have
the chance to get the professional feature
set of Cubase 7 and Cubase Artist 7 at an
unbeatable price.

or Cubase Artist 7 upgrade simply visit your
local Steinberg reseller or the Steinberg
website at:
www.steinberg.net

Upgrade now to the producer‘s choice and
save up to 40%!
There are many reasons to upgrade to
Cubase Artist 7

Act now! This money-saving offer is only
valid until August 31, 2013.
With an easy-to-use interface, unsurpassed

- 32 Physical inputs, 64 audio,
32 instrument and 128 MIDI tracks

performance and inspiring instruments and

- Pro-console sound with MixConsole
and its channel strip modules

in its price range.

- 47 quality audio and 18 MIDI FX
plus 8 studio-grade instruments with
2,400 sounds

2/3, Cubase SE 3, Studio Case 2, Cubase

- Lightning-fast multitake comping system
- Chord Track for easy chord management
and re-harmonizing
And there are even more reasons to choose
Cubase 7

effects, Cubase Artist remains unmatched

CUBASE ARTIST 7 UPGRADE from Sequel
LE 4/5/6 or Cubase AI 4/5/6: £121 GBP
/ 149 EUR

Cubase 7
Our comprehensive top-of-the-tline DAW
Cubase condenses almost three decades

- Unlimited audio, instrument and MIDI
tracks, 256 physical inputs, 5.1 surround
- Pro-console sound with MixConsole
and its channel strip modules plus
integrated Control Room

of Steinberg development into the most

- 66 high-quality audio effects and
18 MIDI FX plus 8 acclaimed instruments
with 2,800 sounds

intuitive handling and a collection of highly

- Unparalleled multitrack drum editing
and lightning-fast comping
-

VariAudio

2.0

with

capabilities

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM

cutting-edge DAW anywhere. Used by star
producers and musicians for composing,
recording, mixing and editing music,
Cubase combines outstanding audio quality,
advanced audio and MIDI tools.
CUBASE 7 UPGRADE from Cubase Elements
6/7, Cubase Essential 4/5, Sequel 2/3,
Cubase SL 1/2/3, Cubase SX 1/2/3, Cubase

harmonizer

SE 3, Studio Case 2, Cubase LE 4/5/6 or
Cubase AI 4/5/6: £325 GBP / 399 EUR
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Step into S u mmer!
Without both itís a mess, and not a pretty

wobble“ parts that represent such an

one. Dubstep MIDIkit is a library full of

important component part of this genre.

drums (loops and fills), all manner of bass
wobbles, synth arpeggios, pads, FX and
more, that gives you all the basic ingredients
you need to create this style of music.
Dubstep grew out of a fusion of styles that
emerged from the London electronic dance
scene in the 1990‘s.

Dubstep MIDIkit is the latest release

As „pure“ MIDI data, this library offers
outstanding

flexibility

and

outstanding

potential for creativity. Even on the MOTIF
platform there is an almost unlimited
number of sound, tempo, FX, and combination
permutations at your disposal. A single
drum loop can be re-voiced, added to,

Awhile all parts are presented in the KEYFAX

combined

customary .MID format, enabling you to

some

with

load parts into Cubase, Ableton, Reason,

Once you start mixing and matching

or whatever is your weapon of choice. For

these with the synth parts and then throw

distortion,

other

kits,

flanging,

given
delays.

this collection KEYFAX used the Yamaha

in some bass wobbles, youre well on your

from MIDI Sample pioneers KEYFAX

MOTIF XS/XF as the development platform

way to becoming an experienced dubstep

NewMedia

than

resulting in Dubstep MIDIkit also being

producer

300 cutting edge beats, loops, parts and

available in MOTIF ES, XS, and XF format

FX in MIDI for dubstep. Dubstep is dead

Pattern Libraries!

easy to create if you know what you´re

For the MOTIF XS/XF KEYFAX are also

doing and you have the right tools!

offering some custom Voices for the „bass

offering

more

To find out more or to purchase Dubstep
MIDIkit now click here and check out the
KEYFAX website.
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SOLO ARTIST,
SONGSMITH, SIDEMAN:

Russ Irwin
Keyboardist and multi-instrumentalist
Russ Irwin’s musical career has
been more like a game of musical
chairs—one he’s definitely winning.
In 1991, with a debut album produced

Scorpions, he recently collaborated with

Now Russ is returning to his singer/song-

Steven Tyler and songwriter/producer Marti

writer roots with the blues-infused “Get Me

Frederiksen on Aerosmith’s Adult Top 40

Home,” his first solo record in 20 years. The

hit, “What Could Have Been Love.”

album features guest appearances by several
of Irwin’s better-known musical friends,

Working from his studio in Los Angeles, Irwin

including Steven Tyler, guitarist Dean DeLeo

also found success with yet another career

of Stone Temple Pilots, and jazz and pop

path, producing tracks including Clay

trumpeter Chris Botti.

Aiken’s cover of “I Want to Know What Love

“I kind of wanted to fill that void, and make

“My Heart Belongs to You,” and toured

Is,” from the former American Idol star’s

a record the way I wanted to 20 years

with his own band. “It took five years until

2006 album AThousand DifferentWays.

ago,” he explains. “I wanted to get back

by Phil Ramone, the 20-year-old Russ
seemed
He

destined

reached

Heatseekers

#28
chart

for

the

on
with

big

the

time.

Billboard

the

single,

that process was finally done,” he recalls.
“But ultimately it just didn’t penetrate. Hell
of a learning experience, though!”
But Russ was far from done with music. He
turned his talents to a second career as a
sideman to the stars, performing with such
artists as Sting, Bryan Adams, and Aerosmith,
with whom he’s toured since 1997.
“I wasn’t even planning on being a side guy,”
he says. “I just liked working with people
I thought were really talented and being
part of their gigs. But this is what’s taken
precedence over the past 15 years.”
Between world tours, Irwin was gaining ground
with career number three: songwriting.
In addition to co-writing songs for artists
such as Foreigner, Meatloaf, and the

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM
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to why I started playing music in the first

completely different experience.” He laughs.

and it’s really light. It’s the first time I’ve really

place, which is to be inspired and have a

“Almost opposite in a lot of ways!”

been able to practice while I’m on the

good time and try to do something cool.
The producer’s studio was in this old

Onstage, Russ

plays several

Yamaha

road.”

MOTIFs. “With Aerosmith I’m using an XS7

Russ may have ventured down many musical

and an XS8,” he says. “They just have a

paths in his career to date, but they’ve

great sound library. I really got into learning

all led to a single destination. “Side guy,

how to program them and map out different

artist, songwriter, producer—to me, it’s all

sounds across the keyboard. I’m using a

connected,” he says. “I look at it all as one

lot of string sounds, horn sounds, really

piece of work, which is just my musical

Back in his own studio, Irwin’s usual

organic stuff. And the MOTIF has a

life. With a lot of side guys, there are high

instrument of choice is his Yamaha C5

very realistic piano sound—it really sounds

highs and then there are low lows. But I

grand. “I find that I write best on piano,” he

like a grand. Whereas I don’t find that a lot

really love being around great musicians

says, “just because I’ve studied it so much.

of other keyboards do.”

who are better than me at what they do. I

house in upstate New York, with tons of old
instruments, and me and this bass player
and a drummer just sat around and jammed.
I was writing stuff on this old piano from
the 1920s, and it just turned into a record.”

I have a pretty wide vocabulary with the
piano, and I’ve studied a lot of different
styles.”

He also recently acquired Yamaha’s new
NP31 Piaggero portable keyboard. “It’s
awesome – it’s like my favorite new thing,”

Irwin’s fluency in a broad range of genres

Irwin enthuses. “It’s perfect for the road: five

also comes in handy in performance, where

octaves, battery powered, it’s got speakers,

try to surround myself with people that I get
inspired by. And I think that’s made a big
difference.”

different acts can demand very different
approaches. “People at Sting shows are
sitting down, and at Aerosmith concerts
they’re jumping up and down,” he notes.
“Steven always wants me to play like
Jerry Lee Lewis or Leon Russell, really hit
the keyboard and be very bombastic,
which is really fun. With Sting it was much
more toned-down and sophisticated. It was
touching more of what I’d studied with
jazz. It was a totally different hat to wear, a

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM
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M OTI F / M OX Soundlibrary
„ D ance Pro “
dance-oriented Synth Voices into

productions with external DAWs or

a complete User Voice Bank

the internal sequencer of the MOTIF

• Those who own several Yamaha tone

More information about „Dance Pro“ and

generators (such as the MOTIF XF

an extensive selection of mp3 demos and

and MOX), do not have to accept

videos can be found here:

any sound differences between the
respective versions
• Users who change from one
instrument to another, can be
sure to have the same sounds
in the new instrument

„Dance Pro“ is the latest sound
library from EASY SOUNDS, suitable
for MOTIF XF, MOTIF XS, MOX, S90 XS,
MOTIF-RACK XS.t.

The MOTIF XF / XS version contains 16 additional

But for what does the „Pro“ in the name of

Voices (USER 2) can be loaded into the pre-

the sound library stand for? That depends

installed SDRAM memory or the optional Flash

on the user´s fantasy, because a handful of

Memory on the MOTIF XF.

meanings would be appropriate. The name
originated from an abbreviation of its working title, „Dance Project“. It can also be taken
literally, as positive in the sense of „pros and
cons“. Further possible meanings would be
„Professional“ or „Producer“.
Anyway - „Dance Pro“ contains a high quality
compilation of top current, powerful and
assertive Voices and Performances. The library
was programmed by Peter Krischker and
Tasmodia, who was hired as a co-programmer
this time.
Peter Krischker and Tasmodia have already
successfully collaborated on the sound design
of several Steinberg VST instruments: HALion
Sonic, Triebwerk, Dark Planet, and Padshop.
Following the motto „It doesn´t always
have to be samples“ only the internal Preset
Waveforms and no additional samples were
used for the basic sound set (128 Synth
Voices - USER 1), so they don‘t require sample
memory. The Synth Voice Bank is identical in
all available versions (MOTIF XF, MOTIF XS,
MOX, S90 XS, MOTIF-RACK XS).
This has some advantages:
• MOTIF XF / XS users, who already

Voices with drum sounds, electronic drum and
percussion sounds / percusssion loops. The
User Waveforms and Samples used for these

A special feature are the audio / MIDI
arrangements. They are both intended as a
demonstration of the sound possibilities of the
sound set or as a starting point for your own
dance productions with external sequencers
(DAW).
In these arrangements audio tracks (drums and
electronic percusssion loops) are combined
with MIDI tracks (bass and synth sounds). The
audio tracks are supplied as WAV files and the
MIDI tracks as Standard MIDI files.
To summarize the highlights of the sound
library:
• Red-hot, commercial, and progressive
Dance / Electronic / Pop sounds that
cut through
• 128 Dance Voices, programmed by
international Top sound designers
• 16 mega fat drum electronic percussion
Voices (only MOTIF XF / XS)
• 16 inspiring Arpeggio Performances
(only MOTIF XF / XS)
• 256 new User Arpeggios (drum and
synth Arps)
• More than 100 MB drum / electronic

have fully occupied the optional Flash

percussion loops (WAV and MOTIF

Memory, can easily integrate the new

format)

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM

• Ten audio / MIDI arrangements for

their library - both individually and as

http://www.easysounds.de
http://www.youtube.com/user/
motifnews
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M O T I F XF / XS: John Melas
Wa v e f orm E ditor 1.6.0
Every owner of a Yamaha synthesizer
from MOTIF XS to MX should know
the name John Melas by now.

• Simultaneous editing of multiple

The dedicated software developer from

trimming of multiple Keybanks

Greece has developed a kind of modular, software-based Swiss Army knife for the following

Keybanks
• Simultaneous normalization and
• Preset dialog with adjustable start
options

For the common trimming and normalizing
of the Keybanks two new menu items have
been added to the „Edit“ menu under the
generic term „Process“.
A multiple selection also carries out the desired action for all selected Keybanks.

instruments:
• MOTIF ES/XS/XF
• MOTIF-RACK ES/XS
• S90

In detail
Many Windows users have certainly been
waiting for the 64-bit support. With the cur-

• S70/90 XS

rent version waiting has an end. The 32-bit

• MO 6/8

versions could only load files with a size of

• MOX 6/8

up to 1.5 GB. With the 64-bit version, this

• MX49/61
The tools developed by him include:
• Total Librarian
• Voice Editor

limit is omitted. The size of the files can now
match the memory capacity installed in the
MOTIF.

The so-called tooltips were designed for a fast

The direct import of different audio formats

overview. They are available for both Arpeg-

into the Waveform Editor now also supports

gios and Waveforms. If you move the mouse

• Drum Kit Editor

the widespread SoundFont format. These

over a Waveform, a small dialog box is dis-

• Performance Editor

files may contain information about enve-

played, presenting the information which

• Mix Editor

lopes, filter settings, and system effects. This

Voices are using that Waveform.

information is also loaded and used in the

This is the perfect complement to the existing

• Master Editor

MOTIF by automatically generating Voices

In addition, the Waveform Editor is available

with these settings. So now files of every syn-

for the MOTIF XS/XF, which not only

thesizer or sampler using this format can be

features a comfortable processing of Sam-

imported directly into an existing ALL file. Of

ples, Waveforms and Keybanks, the entire
sample management becomes mere child‘s
play. The name „Waveform Editor“ can not
do justice to the application, because its
functionality goes far beyond what one

course, you can also create a new All file.

For example, Velocity Range, Mode, Pan-

Since spring 2013 the John Melas Wave-

orama or Level are parameters for which

form Editor is available in its version 1.6.0.

this can be very useful. After selecting the

The update is free for registered users.

Keybank, their values can easily be adjus-

Apart from regular product maintenances,

ted using the dialog box.

look, not just at the new features.
The main innovations initially at a glance:
• 64-bit support for Windows
• Import of Voices and Drum Kits in

but in fact is a very good tool for the optimiza-

le parameters can be applied to a Keybank

Editor.

current version. Reason enough for a closer

At first this might appear as marginal bauble

neously edit multiple Keybanks. All availabor a subselection of them in parallel.

fixes, a few highlights were added to the

ponding Waveforms can be seen at a glance.

A real time-saver is the possibility to simulta-

would normally expect from a Waveform

including minor improvements and bug

overview of the Voices in which the corres-

tion of the sample memory, whether in Flash
or in RAM Memory.

Day-to-day-business
At this point, here are two tips from my own
experience.
You can compile your own soundsets using
various sounds from different sets simply by
drag and drop. Several sets of X0A or X0V
files can be opend simultaneously. By using

Soundfont format (.SF2), including

the mouse, Voices, including their Wave-

envelope, filter and effect settings

forms, Keybanks and all other information

• Display of the Waveform and ARP

required, can be dragged from one sound

mapping by Tooltips

set window to another. The Waveform Editor

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM
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also recognises Waveform duplicates, so if
samples are used by multiple Voices, they are
copied only once. In principle, sample-based
Voices can be treated the same way as ROMbased ones.

PRODUCTION

Conclusion
The Waveform Editor is a powerful tool for
MOTIF users who work with samples. It
saves time and provides many additional
features available in a very comfortab-

Meanwhile, there are various sound sets

le manner. Its value is undefeated when

available which Waveforms exceed the RAM

considering the options available and the

capacity of a MOTIF XF (128 MB) and there-

time savings. Despite the update the price

fore require having Flash Memory installed.

for the current version 1.6.0 remained at

However, for single Voices the internal RAM

60.00 EUR.

may be sufficient. Here the John Melas Waveform Editor is the tool of choice. The Voice

That‘s no matter of course!

display offers a perfect overview of the Waveforms used by a Voice. It takes only a few
mouse actions to copy the required Waveforms into the USR area (RAM), to delete those unneeded, and to save a new ALL file. This
is also very useful if perhaps installed Flash
Memory is already filled with samples and/
or if you wish to avoid the time-consuming
installation of the Waveforms into the Flash
Memory for pre-listening purposes.

Eye candy
In addition to the color schemes, it is now
possible to choose from three styles. Flat
Style resembles the Windows 8 look, 3D
style is based on Mac OS X, and the Glass
Style reminds of the Windows Vista/7 Aero
Glass theme.
The font-size can be choosen from four different sizes ranging from „small“ to „huge“.
This allows the integration of the software

in different operating systems and screen
resolutions to suit personal taste and needs.
The Preset dialog is new, too. This configures the initial setting of the Waveform Editor
in accordance to personal preferences and
the type of MOTIF (XS/XF) that is used.

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM

Have fun „surfing the Waveforms“
Hans-Peter Henkel (alias hape13)
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Y A M AHA M X49/MX61
Quic k Guide:
T he Per formance Mode

After the global overview in the last episode we now
take a closer look at the Performance mode of the
MX49/MX61

Use the dial or INC/DEC buttons to select other Voices from the

As described in the last episode, the sound generation of MX49/

buttons 1 - 16.

MX61 takes place in a single mode, namely the Performance

Category PIANO (AP).
Other Voice Categories can be selected by using the Voice Category

mode. This can be used in many ways. We will examine its different
application areas in detail today.

Voice Play: The Default-Modus
After switching on, the MX49/MX61 boots into a „Default“ mode,
which allows to play single Voices without having to set any playing
preferences. The automatically selected Performance 001 „MX Ca-

The following Voice Categories are available:

tegory“ is set to only use one Part. This is easily done by switching
the LAYER and SPLIT buttons to „off“, resulting in the SINGLE mode.
The Default mode is therefore a „Voice Play mode“ within the always
active Performance mode.
In its initial state or after a factory set (UTILITY - JOB - 02) you will
see this screen:
• AP>: 001:CncrtGrand
• STR: 081:Amb Pizza
The cursor (>) is in the first line of the display. This indicates that Part
1 of the Performance is selected.
„AP“ indicates that the selected Category is PIANO.
The number „001“ represents the Voice 001 of the Category PIANO
(AP).
With „CncrtGrand“ the name of the Voice is displayed.

Column 1 = Name of the Voice Category in full length
Column 2 = The abbreviation used in the display
Column 3 = The label on the Voice Category buttons

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM
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In the MX49/MX61 the selection of Voices

The MX49/MX61 features 128 Performances,

is exclusively done via Voice Categories

which include LAYER and SPLIT sounds, with

instead of Voice Banks.

the exception of the Performance 001 „MX

You can use the Default mode, which is
intended to play single Voices, to alternately
play two different Voices by toggling
between the Parts 1 and 2 using the cursor
up/down buttons.
For Part 2 - as shown above - the Voice

can be selected here.
This alternative Voice toggling by swit-

mode. They each consist of two Parts (1 + 2),
which are often associated with Arpeggios.

steps with the parameter NOTE SHIFT:

appropriate Rhythm Pattern assigned to it,

• EDIT

that can be started and stopped with PLAY

• Select “02:Part”

and STOP..

• Select “01:Play Mode”
• ENTER

1 + 2)

• Cursor [up]/[down] button

compared to the Voice selection within a

and 2 can be combined to Layer and Split

Part:

Performances. This already applies to the

• The sound is not cut off when chan-

• ENTER

Layer und Split (Part
With the SPLIT and LAYER functions Parts 1

Voices of different Categories

The pitch of the Parts can be set in semitone

In addition, each Performance has an

ching from Part 1 to 2 has two advantages

• It is possible to quickly change to

11

Category“ which is used for the Default

„STR: 081: Amb Pizza“ is pre-set. As well as
for Part 1 other Voice Categories and Voices

GUIDE

factory Performances 002-127. They are
therefore suitable for the creation of your
own combinations of sounds on the basis of

Rhythm Pattern
In addition to instrument and synth sounds
MOTIF Performances usually feature Parts
with drum Arpeggios assigned to them.

existing basic settings.

On the MX49/MX61 this is achieved with

length. This is particularly useful for

Simply by selecting alternative Voices or

the Rhythm Patterns.

sound changes within songs during

Arpeggios drastic changes to an existing Per-

They are started by pressing the PLAY

concerts

formance can be achieved.

button.

ging the Voices, but sounds in its full

For complex live applications, it is also

The Default mode (Performance 001) is an

possible to switch between more than two

ideal base if you want to create your own

Performance Parts. Refer to the section „Live

SPLIT and LAYER sounds from scratch,

Performances“.

unaffected by existing programmings.

The Default mode described here to play

If the LAYER button is pressed, Parts 1 and

single Voices can be restored using the

2 are layered on top of each other and

„Quick Reset“ function at any time. Simply

played simultaneously. The Parts can be

press and hold the SHIFT button and press

assigned with different Voices.

the SELECT button.

Alternatively, the Key-On Start function can
be activated by pressing the PLAY button
while holding the STOP button.
Now the Rhythm Pattern starts as soon as
a key is played on the keyboard. For many
Performances this is already set.
Each Performance has an appropriate
Rhythm Pattern assigned to it. The assignment
can be changed after pressing the RHYTHM

If the SPLIT button is pressed, Parts 1 and
If you have made individual Voice settings

2 are assigned to the two keyboard areas

in the Default mode, you can store them as

to the left and right of the Split Point. This

your own Performance with STORE.

allows you to play different sounds with the

You can exit the Default mode by pressing

PATTERN button. You can also select another
Drum Voice by moving the cursor down.

left and right hand.

the SELECT button (without SHIFT!) to select
another PERFORMANCE NUMBER..

To change the Tempo simply press the
TEMPO button.

Performance Play
Performances in their traditional sense can be
selected - as previously described - by using

The Split Point can be set by playing the desi-

PERFORMANCE NUMBER and SELECT.

red key while holding down the SPLIT button.

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM
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Multi

• 05 General

The multi-timbral use of the MX49/MX61

• 06 Name

also takes place in the Performance mode.
Multi-timbral means that each of the
16 Performance Parts has a Voice assigned
to it and the 16 Parts are controlled on sepa-

• 02 Filter/EG

GUIDE
02|2013

VOICE as a User Voice. Otherwise, the
settings are lost after storing the Performance.

These displays are available in the Part Edit:
• 01 Play Mode

rate MIDI channels (Receive Channel).

PRODUCTION

The 128 User Voices can be used across all
Performances. The User Voice stored from
within a currently edited Performance may
also be used in other Performances. So all

• 03 Arp Select

Performances can use a maximum of 128

with MIDI data either from an external DAW

• 04 Receive Switch

User Voices.

(computer, etc.) via a MIDI/USB connection

• 05 Voice Insert Effect

The selection of User Voices for Performance

• 06 Voice LFO

from the currently selected Category. So

The 16 Performance Parts can be controlled

or directly from a USB flash drive („USB flash
memory“). The Receive Channels 1-16 are
assigned to the corresponding Parts 1-16.

• 07 Voice Ctrl Set

The PART SELECT function allows direct

• 08 Voice Name

access to all 16 Parts of the MX49/MX61
directly on the device.
All

factory

Performances

are

already

prepared to be used as a Multi.

Parts is done like that of the Preset Voices:
when you store a User Voice you should
remember the Category the Preset Voice
belongs, that you were alternating to be a

For each of the specified displays an extensive

User Voice - because your new User Voice

set of parameters is available. The Part display

is stored in that same Category. Within

„01 Play Mode“ for example, features these

the Categories the User Voices are always

parameters:

listed

In addition to the LAYER/SPLIT Parts 1 and 2

Volume, Pan, Note Shift, Detune, ChoSend,

and the DRUM/RHYTHM Part 10 the other

RevSend,

Parts 3 - 9 and 11 - 16 are already assigned

PortaSw,PortaTime, PB Upper, PB Lower,

with suitable Voices that fit the particular

Assign 1, Assign 2

Performance.
We will come back to the multi-timbral use of
the MX49/MX61 in a later episode about „music production and computer integration.“

DryLevel,

InsSw,

Mono/Poly,

Therefore an extensive sound design is
possible for both LAYER/SPLIT Parts and
Multi Parts for song productions.
The displays 05 - 08 are especially
noteworthy, as they relate to Voice settings

EDIT-Modus

that need to be stored separately as USER

The EDIT mode is the place where all

VOICES. More about that can be found in

editing of the Performances takes place.

the next section.

parameters for each of the 16 Parts can be
set individually (PART EDIT).
Since

the

MX49/MX61

is

always

in

Performancemode, the EDIT mode can also
be used for editing SINGLE, LAYER and

the

Preset

Voices.

When

the name of the edited Preset Voice is used
if you haven‘t specified another name with
the parameter „Voice Name“.

Example:
Editing a Preset Voice within a Performance
and store it as a User Voice
1. Execute a „Quick Reset“ with SHIFT/
SELECT to activate the Default mode. The
Voice 001 „Cncrt Grand“ is selected for
Part 1
2. Press EDIT and move the Cursor down

Here, in addition to global settings of the
Performance (COMMON EDIT), all Part

after

storing the User Voice with STORE VOICE,

User Voices
In addition to the Preset Voices the MX49/
MX61 has a User Voice memory with
128 „Normal User Voices“ and 8 „Drum
Voices“.

to the Part display („02: Part“)
3. Press ENTER and move the Cursor
down until the display shows „05 Voice
Insert Eff“
4. Press ENTER again to get to the
selection of another Insert Effect Type

SPLIT Performances as well as for setting the

But these User Voices of the MX49/MX61

MULTI Parts. The operation and structure of

can not be reprogrammed from scratch.

5. Move the CURSOR to the left and then

the Parts is the same in all cases.

The following functions are available for

select the Effect Category „DLY“ (delay

Voice editing purposes:

effect)

In EDIT mode the displays „01 Common“
and „02 Part“ are available.

• Voice Insert Eff (Voice Insertion Effect)

In Common Edit you can choose from the

• Voice LFO (Low Frequency Oscillator)

following displays, each featuring a different
number of parameter:
• 01 Chorus Eff
• 02 Reverb Eff
• 03 Master EQ
• 04 Arp Switch

• Voice Ctrl Set (Voice Controller Set)
• Voice Name
The appropriate parameters can be found
in the Part displays 05 - 08.

6. Move the CURSOR to the right and
select the Effect Type „TempoCrosDly“
7. Move the CURSOR down to „Preset“ to
select a Effect Preset
8. Move the CURSOR to the right and
select the Preset „Dotted8 Echo“
9. Exit the display „05 Voice Insert Eff“ by

To secure parameter changes in these

pressing EXIT. Select the display „08 Voice

displays, they must be stored with STORE

Name“
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10. Press ENTER and enter a name that‘s

• Press ENTER and select the display

different from the edited Preset Voice

„01: Play Mode“

name, such as „DelayGrand“

• Press ENTER again and navigate with

11. Press STORE and select a destination

the cursor buttons to the parameter

for the new User Voice

„InsSw“

12. Press ENTER and YES to confirm

• Now browse through the Parts using

13. Press STORE again to store the
allocation of the new User Voice in the
Performance. Don‘t select the Performance

the Voice Category buttons in order to
get an overview of which Parts have the
Insert Effect activated, ie set to „on“

„001 (A01): MX Category“ as destination,

I • f the „InsSw“ parameter is already

because this Performance is required for

set to „on“ for four Parts, you first need

the Default mode and would be overwritten

to set it to „off“ for at least one Part, so

by a Quick Reset

that one Insert Effect is available again

After these steps, you have created a new

Example:

User Voice („DelayGrand“) and a new

Programming a Live Performance with PART

Performance whose Part 1 is assigned to the

SELECT

new User Voice.

1. Execute a „Quick Reset“ with SHIFT/

In all other Performances, the User Voice

SELECT to activate the Default mode.

„DelayGrand“ is now available to choose

The Voice 001 „Cncrt Grand“ is selected

from the PIANO Category. You can find

for Part 1

the User Voice following the Preset Voice

2. Press PART SELECT and use the Voice

025 „CP2007“.

Category buttons or the CURSOR buttons
(<>) to browse trough the Parts 1-16 in

Live-Performances
For Live Performances where you want to
quickly switch between multiple Voices and
without abrupt transitions, the activation of
the PART SELECT function is recommended.
Then, up to 16 Voices can be alternately
selected using the Voice Category buttons
1 - 16 without cutting off the previous
sound.
However, you should keep in mind, that
the Insert Effects are only available for a
maximumof four Parts. If more than four
Voices are needed for a Live Performance,
so you should check which Voices do not
really need their Insert Effect.

order to get an overview of the current
Voice assignment of the Parts
3. Select the Voices you need for the
Parts you want to use. You can use the
cursor buttons (up and down) to toggle
between the selection of the Voice Category and Voice number. With INC +
DEC or the dial, you can select the Voice
Category or Voice
4. Enable the Insert Effects for the Parts
by using the steps described above. For
Live Performances, it is advisable to
always activate them for the first four
Parts and possibly use the other Parts
for Voices that do not require an Insert
Effect. By doing so you have a better

Insert Effects are individual Voice Effects,

overview and do not need to constantly

which are used in addition to the CHORUS

check, which Parts will be played with

and REVERB Effect. Insert Effects are

an Insert Effect

particularly important for organ (rotary
speaker) and guitar sounds (amp/distortion).
Without their Insert Effects these Voices are
mostly unrecognizable.
The activation or deactivation of the Insert
Effects for a Part is done with these steps:
• Press EDIT and select the display
„02: Part“

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM
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Yamaha Synth G uide
Part 7: Expanded A rtic ulation
and Mega Voices

This Synth Guide is a workshop series which introduces
you to the basic concepts of synthesizers and
workstations with special reference to the Yamaha
MOTIF series.

and realism. It simulates playing techniques that are often used on

A special feature of the MOTIF series is the continuity in its sound

Yamaha synths:

architecture and ope-ration. So if you have once understood the
device‘s concept you can apply this know-ledge on the following
models.
The following devices are primarily con-sidered
• MOTIF XF
• MOTIF XS

acoustic instruments, but were difficult to implement in electronic
keyboards - up till now.
So far, the „Expanded Articulation“ feature is available in the following

• MOTIF XF
• MOTIF XF
• MOTIF-RACK XS
• S90 XS
• MOX6 / MOX8

• MOX

With the Expanded Articulation Mode („XA Mode“), the specific

• MOTIF-RACK XS

playing styles of instruments are imitated. In particular a realistic

• S90 XS
However, owners of older models such as the MOTIF „Classic“ or
the MOTIF ES can also benefit from this workshop series, since, as
stated above, the basic sound architecture is unchanged throughout
the complete MOTIF series (including S-and MO-series).

legato playing by switching the Waveforms, an authentic release with
Key-Off samples and switching between different sounds with the
assignable switches. Wave Cycle and Wave-Random functions exist,
too. The operation of the XA Mode is similar to the „Super Articulation Mode“ of the Tyros II. The XA mode could be realised when
Yamaha decided to double the number of Voice Elements used in the

This episode is about a special aspect of the MOTIF‘s Voices. We will

synthesizers from four to eight. Another condition is the implementati-

discuss the function of Expanded Articulation and the Mega Voice

on of Waveforms that are specialised for the XA Mode technique (e.g.

technology.

Key-Off Samples).

What is „Expanded
Articulation“?

In the following all functions of the „XA Control“ will be successively

„Expanded Articulation“ is a sound generation system especially

are not set to „normal“ and thus take advantage of the „XA Control“

designed for the MOTIF synthesizers which allows greater flexibility

are described.

discussed and explained by Voice examples. Only the Elements which
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The following steps will repeat for all examples discussed in this

from that of an actual acoustic instrument. The Legato function more

workshop - they are used to analyse the XA Control applications of

accurately reproduces a legato effect by allowing specific Elements

the Voices:

to be sounded when playing legato and other Elements to be played

• Select VOICE mode
• Select the Voice given in the example

normally.
If XA control is set to „legato“ for an Element, this will only be played
in legato playing.

• EDIT - F1 Oscillator

However the Play mode has to be set to „mono“ (EDIT - COMMON

• Use the TRACK button to browse through the Elements 1

- General F1 - SF2 Play Mode). So first the Elements which are set

to 8 used in the Voice and control the setting of the „XA
Control“ parameter. This parameter is crucial for the Ex-

to „normal“ are sounding. If subsequent notes are played legato,
the Elements which are set to „legato“ are sounding instead of the
„normal“ Elements.

panded Articulation. The settings are normal, legato, key off
sound, wave cycle, wave random, all AF off, AF1 on, and AF2
on. „XA Control“ can be found in top of the display directly
below the „Element Switch“
• Use the SOLO or MUTE function to individually analyze the
Elements. The muting is done with the number keys 9-16 for
the Elements 1-8

Example: Pre5-017 (B01) Flute Legato
Element 2 = legato
Element 4 = legato
Element 6 = legato
Element 8 = legato
The Elements 1, 3, 5 and 7 are set to „normal“.

XA-Control „normal“

To clearly hear the difference between normal and legato, you
should mute the Elements 3 to 8. Now play with a low velocity, since

This is the normal playing mode as we know it from synthesizers

the Elements 1 and 2 are set to sound in a velocity range of 1 - 80.

without Expanded Articulation. The Element is played normally with

Alternate between staccato and legato. You will hear that at staccato

each keystroke. The XA Control is not applied for the Element.

(= Element 1) the flute sounds with a blowing noise, while at legato

All Voices converted from older models (such as the MOTIF ES) use
„Control XA = normal“ for their Elements.
The subsequent editing and use of the XA functions is certainly a
significant enhancement of existing Voices. One more reason to
thoroughly read the information below. Only those who are able to

(Element 2) the blowing noise is missing - just like on a real flute.
If you want to analyse some other „legato“ Voices, you can
recognize them by the addition of „legato“ to their Voice name
(eg

Pre5-003,

Pre5-005,

Pre5-021,

Pre5-022,

Pre5-024,

Pre5- 026).

use the Expanded Articulation in a sensible way can fully exploit the
sonic possibilities of the MOTIF XS/XF.

XA-Control „legato“
Conventional synthesizers recreate a legato effect by continuing
the volume envelope of a previous note on to the next one, in the
mono mode. However, this results in an unnatural sound different

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM
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For the „key off sound“ special Samples have been integrated into
the Wave-ROM, containing only the release sound of an instrument.
Use the SOLOor MUTE function to isolate the „key-off sound“. Turn
off any Elements except for one the KeyOff is assigned to.

Example: Pre1-023 (B07) R&B Soft
Element 5 = key off sound
For the Key Off sound the Waveform „EP Key Off“ is used.

In addition Element 1 is used. This is set to „normal“ and therefore
played with each note.
If you select „wave random“ for several elements, with every
keystroke the Elements are heard in a random order.

Beispiel: Pre5-086 (F06) Space Power Lead
Elements 1 - 4 = wave random, Element Group 1
Element 5 - 6 = wave random, Element Group 2
With „wave random“ the tone generator simulates analog
synthesizers where the attack phase of an oscillator is different

XA-Control „wave cycle“ and
„wave random“
Conventional synthesizers attempt to reproduce subtle tonal

with every keystroke („free-running oscillators“ - see illustrations).
The Elements are divided into two „Element Groups“, which each
represent an oscillator. Both oscillators are detuned.

variations by randomly changing the pitch and/or ?lter. However,

The two Groups (Elements 1-4 and Elements 5-6) are assigned to

this produces an electronic effect and is different from the real sound

these four waveforms:

changes on an acoustic instrument. The MOTIF more accurately
reproduces these subtle sound variations by using the XA Control
parameter settings, “wave cycle” and “wave random.” These are not
only useful for subtle tonal variations on acoustic instruments, but
also for synthesizer sounds, as the following examples demonstrate.
If several Elements are set to „wave cycle“, each key stroke alternates

P5 SawUp 0dg
P5 SawUp 90dg
P5 SawUp 180dg
P5 SawUp 270dg

between the wave cycle Elements in order of their numbering (when

In principle these saw waves are identical (see below) - but their

playing the first note, Element 1 is sounding, for the second note

starting point differs. The effect results in two detuned saw waves

Element 2, etc.).

with random starting phases, just like on an odd analog synthesizer.

Example: Pre7-024 (B08) Find Newgt!

With the XA function „wave random“ free-running oscillators are

Elements 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 = wave cycle

simulated, where the attack phase has a different form for each
keystroke.

The Elements 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 have different FX-Waves assigned to and
are played alternately. In addition, the Elements 1, 5, and 8 are
used. These are set to „normal“ and therefore played with each
note.

Example: Pre7-092 (F12) Bed Time Story
Elements 2, 3, und 4 = wave cycle
The Arpeggiator is controlling the Elements 2, 3, and 4, which
have different Bell-Waves assigned to and are played alternately.
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XA-Control „all AF off“, „AF
1 on“, „AF 2 on“ („Assignable
Functions“)
The „Assignable Functions“(AF) allow you to switch between different
sounds to reproduce the playing on an acoustic instrument.
Acoustic instruments have their own unique characteristics — even
specific, unique sounds that are produced only at certain times
in a performance. These include the flutter tonguing on a flute or
playing high harmonics on an acoustic guitar. The MOTIF XS
recreates these by allowing you to switch between the sounds while
you play — using the ASSIGNABLE FUNCTION buttons and the XA
Control parameter settings, “AF 1 on,” “AF 2 on”, and “all AF off.”
But as with the previously described function the „Assignable Functions“
are not only for acoustic instruments. Synthesizer sounds also benefit
to produce interesting variation
The „Assignable Functions“ work like this:

all AF off
The Element is disabled if one or both ASSIGNABLE-FUNCTION
buttons are turned on.

AF 1 on
The Element is enabled if the ASSIGNABLE-FUNCTION button 1 is
turned on.

AF 2 on
The Element is enabled if the ASSIGNABLE-FUNCTION button 2 is
Here‘s a hint to the „Element Groups“:

turned on.

Elements can be assigned to one of the Element Groups 1-8.
Basically Elements with the same XA Control mode should be in the
same Group. In some cases - as in this example - it may be useful to
set up several element groups.

Example: Pre1-086 (F06) Slow Jam

Example: Pre6-107 (G11) Sixpack
Elements 1 - 4 = wave random

Element 4 = AF 2 on
ASSIGNABLE FUNCTION 2 = Element 4 („1st Four Draw“) is
activated

Example: Pre2-007 (A07) St. Paul AF1 & 2

Elements 5 = AF1 on

Element 3 = AF 1 on

Elements 6 = AF2 on

Element 4 = AF 2 on

The Elements 1-4 are assigned with different analog synthwaves
and are controlled by the arpeggiator. Due to the random selection
of similar waves a very lively sound is achieved.

ASSIGNABLE FUNCTION 1 = Element 3 („Pipe Organ1 St“) is

By using AF1 + AF2 two pad Elements can be added that are not controlled by the arpeggiator. This is made possible by the Arpeggiator
setting „sort + direct“ (Key Mode) in conjunction with a „Z.Pad“
arpeggio. The Arpeggio only plays notes in the velocity range of
112 - 127. The Elements 1 - 4 are set to this range, too. However,
the pads added with AF1/2 use the velocity range of 1 - 111

activated

Example: Pre6-119 (H07) Freaky Loop and Pre8-012
(A12)

Element 3 = AF 1 on

Elements 1 - 8 = wave random

activated
ASSIGNABLE FUNCTION 2 = Element 4 („Pipe Organ2“) is

Example: Pre2-015 (A15) Accordions AF1 & 2
Element 1 = All AF off
Element 2 = AF 2 on

Element 4 = AF 1 on
Element 5 = AF 1 on

The Elements 1 - 8 have different analog synthwaves assigned to
and are controlled by the Arpeggiator. By the random selection of

Element 6 = AF 1 on

the different Elements the character of a Wavesequence is created.

ASSIGNABLE FUNCTION 1 = The Element 1 („Accordion“) is

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM
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switched off. The Elements 3, 4, 5, and 6 are activated

Example: Pre2-081 (F01) Dynamic Clean AF1&2

ASSIGNABLE FUNCTION 2 = The Element 1 („Accordion“) is

Element 1 = All AF off

switched off. The Element 2 („Tango Accordion“) is activated

Element 2 = All AF off
Element 4 = AF 1 on
Element 5 = AF 2 on
ASSIGNABLE FUNCTION 1 = The Elements 1 and 2 are switched
off. The Element 4 („Clean Mute“) is added
ASSIGNABLE FUNCTION 2 = The Elements 1 and 2 are switched
off. The Element 5 („Clean Slap“) is added
For the settings „all AF off“, „AF 1 on“, and „AF 2 on“ you have to
keep in mind, that the function of the ASSIGNABLE FUNCTION 1
+ 2 buttons may vary. Their function can be set in VOICE - EDIT
- COMMON - F1 General - SF3 Other using the parameters „A.
Function 1 Mode“ and „A. Function 2 Mode“. Here you can decide,
whether the AF buttons should function as latching or as a momentary

Example: Pre2-030 (B14) Pop Bells & Pad MW
Element 1 = All AF off
ASSIGNABLE FUNCTION 1 = Element 1 („MedDetunedPadSt“) is
deactivated
ASSIGNABLE FUNCTION 2 = Element 1 („MedDetunedPadSt“)
is deactivated. In addition Elements 2 + 3 are played one octave
higher and are applied with a vibrato. This is programmed in Ctrl
Set (EDIT – COMMON – F4), not in the XA Control.

switches. When set to „latch“, pressing the button toggles between
on and off, which is indicated by the LED of the button. When set to
„momentary“ holding down the button switches on, while releasing
it switches off.
It is also important to know that AF1 + AF2 not only depend on
the XA Control settings of the Elements. Additionally or alternatively they can have a parameter assigned to from the Control Set
(VOICE COMMON).

Example: Pre2-050 (D02) Classical AF1 & 2

If you want to analyze further XA Voices which use the ASSIGNABLE

Element 1 = All AF off

FUNCTION 1 + 2, you can recognize them by the „AF1&2“ in the

Element 2 = All AF off
Element 2 = All AF off
Element 4 = normal (Strumming-Effekt auf Taste C6)
Element 5 = key off sound

Voice name..

Mega-Voice-Technologie
The Mega Voice technology developed by Yamaha enables the
creation of ultra-realistic sounds thanks to an extremely elaborate

Element 6 = AF 1 on

multi-sampling. Each Mega Voice consists of several multi-samples

Element 7 = AF 2 on

or Elements combining velocity switches and key ranges. The Mega

Element 8 = off (nicht verwendet)

Voices accommodate different playing techniques and noises of the

ASSIGNABLE FUNCTION 1 = Elements 1, 2, and 3 are switched off.
Element 6 („Nylon Slide St“) is activated.
ASSIGNABLE FUNCTION 2 = Elements 1, 2, and 3 are switched off.
Element 7 („Nylon Harmonics St“) is activated.
While playing this Voice alternately press the ASSIGNABLE buttons 1
+ 2 to get the slide effect and the harmonics. These are realized by
switching on and switching off the Elements.
If AF1 is pressed, the Elements 1-3 are switched off, as they are set
to „all AF off“. At the same time Element 6 is turned on, because
this is set to „AF 1 on“.
If AF2 is pressed, the Elements 1 - 3 are also switched off. At the
same time Element 7 is switched on, because this is set to „AF 2
on“..

sampled instruments such as dead notes, hammer-on effects, ghost
notes and strumming.
On the MOTIF Mega Voices focus on acoustic guitars, electric guitars
and basses. The Mega Voice technology was first realized in the
Yamaha Tyros.
Due to their complex structure of keyboard and velocity limits Mega
Voices are very difficult to play. Therefore, special arpeggio patterns
have been programmed to control the Mega Voices.
You can find the Mega Voices in the Preset Voice Bank 8 (081 to
124).
Try the velocity zones and key splits to get an idea of the structure of
the Mega Voices..
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The authors
Peter Krischker
Works for Yamaha since 1991 as a sound designer and synthesizer
specialist, he also runs his own sound distribution EASY SOUNDS.
pkrischker@t-online.de
www.easysounds.de

Use the sub function buttons SF1 - SF5 to select from five Arpeggios

Hans-Peter Henkel (alias hape13)

assigned to the Voice.

Keyboardist in several bands since 32 years. Is also involved as
a mentor at the Yamaha Synthforum and author for the Music
Production Guide.
hp@hape13.de
www.cool-webinars.com

You can also set other Arpeggios from the Voice Edit mode
(Common / F3 ARP). The Mega Voice Arpeggios can be found in the
Categories „GtMG“ (guitar) and „BaMG“ (bass).
So much for the special functions in the Voice mode. In the next
episode we will take a closer look at the Performance mode of the
MOTIF.
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Good
KARMA
for MOTIF
User (Part 1)
In the last edition of the Music Production Guide we gave a brief description and some details about KARMA MOTIF
(KMo) in the interview with the developer Stephen Kay. This time I want to share my findings from a slightly closer
look „under the hood“ with you.

First contact
I think all musicians and especially keyboardist know the feeling
to have a new „toy“ under the fingers. New sounds, new patterns,
styles, new features - it‘s all very exciting. You sit down at your new
acquisition around 20:30 o‘clock, about an hour later a look at
the watch reveals: it‘s 0:15 o‘clock! And most times it‘s not only
exciting, but also inspiring. The new possibilities let you spontaneously develop small ideas. I quite often regret that I haven‘t recorded the „first encounter“. From my experience, all these small ideas
are not that fresh anymore the next day. With KARMA I necessarily
wanted to record it for the first time. Some Performances have already

After installation, the software generates a code (challenge), which
must be sent to KARMA Lab. Some time later - a few hours max
- you will receive a code (response) that is to be inserted into the
corresponding authorization field. Now the software is unlocked
and can be started. The installation includes some PDF documents
(in English) and an ALL file for the MOTIF XS/XF. Once the file
is loaded in the instrument and a connection to the computer is
established (USB or FireWire), the Remote mode can be activated
on the MOTIF and a KARMA Performance can be started. There is a
comprehensive PDF document available giving you a nice overview
of the button assignments of the MOTIF‘s panel in Remote mode.

been presented with the official video from KARMA-Lab, including

I could have started now, but I still had that idea of recording my

the number 1 „Industrial Strength“. It took me a little discipline,

first encounter...

but I managed to not try more Performances immediately after
installation and the first start. But first things first.
The software installation - I installed it on a Mac Pro, Mac OS 10.6.8

Not for the impatient: „The MIDI
redirection“

- was totally hasslefree. Also, the authorization process was not new

The headline of this paragraph applies in both senses. Both the

to me, and therefore easily. It‘s a „challenge response method.“

aforementioned discipline, as well as setting up the MIDI
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connections for direct recording require some patience. My goal was

Performances, which were not included in the official KARMA demo

to immediately make a MIDI recording of my playing on the keyboard

video. A very detailed description for every Performance is available

and the actions of the Remote mode in my DAW (in this case

for those musicians who like to read before playing. After clicking

Cubase). Since I don‘t like reading manuals, tutorials, hints, etc. in

on the appropriate button the info sheet is opened offline in your

this first phase of tests I tried to establish the MIDI connections by

Internet browser (html format).

using a little logic and a heap of „trial and error“.
After I failed, I consulted the included PDF „Sequencing With KARMA
MOTIF“. Which was a very good decision, but met with little delay.
This document describes the different ways of recording, each with a
detailed description of the procedure. Starting with recording directly
into the sequencer of the MOTIF up to recording in a DAW (here,
Digital Performer was used).
To keep a long story short and maybe give an idea of the necessary
MIDI connections, I‘ve created an illustration. Four MIDI ports are
used, divided into two pairs. The data flow for the performance on
the keyboard is marked in blue, the data flow for the Remote mode

These descriptions contain all information about each Performance.
Since the information sheets are also available online, you can get a
general idea by visiting the following link:
http://www.karma-lab.com/karmasoft/kmo/files/Performance
Notes/Factory1/Industrial%20Strength.html

in green. One port is used for the connection between MOTIF and

The info sheets are also a very good guide to become familiar with

KARMA, a second for the connection of KARMA and the DAW (inside

the basic principle and operating concept of KARMA. The header of

the computer). Two other ports connect the Remote function

the file contains the name, tempo, time signature, and a category

between KARMA and the MOTIF or send data from KARMA to the

for each style and solo sound in the first line. Below that on the left

DAW (shown here with the Cubase logo). The illustration shows the

the assignment of the keyboard is specified, to the right a text gives

recording situation, when playing from the DAW the Remote data is

general comprehensive information, followed by information on the

sent to KARMA, too.

MOTIF Arp‘s and the Remote key assignment.
In the description the buttons „PRE 1“ to „PRE 8“ are referred to
as Pad 1-8. Here the chord progression is stored. The button row
below, beginning with „USER 1“, is used to trigger two synchronized
MOTIF Arp‘s in four different variations.

The following block in the info sheet describes the six KARMA
Modules with their instrument category, and their GE‘s and RTC
models used. A GE (Generated Effect) is a musical phrase (Pattern),
which runs through an algorithm. This algorithm ensures that an
By using these different ports you are able to record the data of your
keyboard performance and the Remote commands onto separate
tracks within the DAW. Any DAW that supports multi-track recording
let‘s you do this at the same time. This means you can record your
KARMA session on an instrument 1:1 in a DAW onto two tracks. It
requires a synchronization chain. The DAW is to be set as sync master
and sends the MIDI sync signal to KARMA which passes it to the MOTIF.

otherwise rigidly repeated Pattern is modulated by musical criteria.
This modulation can be influenced by a variety of parameters. For
example it can cause the bass to insert a small variation every few
cycles, which in turn may itself be varied. Just as it was played by a
musician. However, using the algorithms can result in entire melody
lines that extend all the way to a complete improvisation. All this of
course in the context of a chord for the corresponding instruments.

The latter is important for the MOTIF Arps to be triggered and for the

The „RTC Model“ (RTC = Real Time Control) contains a parame-

tempo-based delay effects that are used in a number of Performances.

ter set that‘s matching the Performance - these parameters can be
applied in real-time on each (or individual) module(s) using the

What‘s going on ?

knobs, switches and sliders. The assignment of these parameters
can be found in the subsequent blocks in the performance info

After this rather dull MIDI Setup I have familiarized myself with some

sheet. You can roughly see how much variations can be achieved by

Performances. In a first step I was particularily interested in the

alternating the parameters.
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Since the capacites (or hands) of the keyboardist are usually somewhat

Several Voices for the Arpeggios were provided with a synced de-

limited, so-called Scenes can be used to store the settings of all

lay, which gives them a special touch. Very nice custom lead Voices

parameters mentioned above - except for the chord progression,

provide inspiring solos in the right section of the keyboard. Of

MOTIF Arp‘s and GE‘s. There are 32 Scenes available per

course, the Voices can also be used without KARMA. For some

Performance. In each Performance, the first eight Scenes are preset,

KARMA users the supplied material will hold up very long without

sometimes even more. Usually Scene 1 starts „less busy“ and eve-

boredom.

ry subsequent Scene change brings an increase or change. The
factory Scenes are also described in detail within the Performance
information sheet (last block on the bottom).

It is clear that it is a thought behind KARMA to use the existing
Performances as inspiration for your own creations. I will come back
to this in one of the next episodes of the Music Production Guide.

In addition to the RTC parameters the volume balance between the

Since a Performance Bank has 128 memory locations it is possi-

modules and the mute states are adjustable using the sliders/buttons

ble to spontaneously and easily save your own variants. It is also

of the MOTIF and can be stored per Scene. The large quantity of free

possible to create multiple Performance banks in parallel. The

Scenes allows you to store your own variations of the Performance -

settings, presets, banks, etc. are stored in a single file on the hard

without losing the original.

disk. And of course you can also prepare several files for different
situations, eg for the studio or for live use.

Finally: Jamming without end!
When the Remote mode is enabled on the MOTIF, you will quickly
feel at home, even after only a cursory look at the picture with the
assignment of the buttons. Use a fill as a perfect intro, so after
pressing one of the appropriately assigned buttons the machine

Based on my preliminary work I was able to immediately capture
recordings of my first intuitions. Among others, the idea for an
additional demo video emerged, to present more Performances
from the factory bank. If interested, you should visit my YouTube
channel:

starts to groove. Since chords are already stored, you don‘t have

http://www.youtube.com/user/hape13music

to play a chord in the left keyboard. Instead, you can use the chord

(Video = KARMA MOTIF - Some more demos...)

progression with the Pad buttons 1-8. So you get an idea of the
exemplary musical idea the programmer had when he was creating
the Performance in the first place.
Anyone who - like me - does not want to be influenced, can play

ARMA MOTIF is a powerful tool. Therefore, this workshop can only
provide a general overview. I hope that I was able to wake your
interest and perhaps eliminate a few questions.

his own chords on the keyboard part left of the Split Point. Most
Performances start with a Scene that could be called „Main Scene“.

With best wishes for good KARMA,

Those who want to start the arrangement with a more calm idea
should use the first Scene. The Scenes 1-8 are activated using the
number buttons from the Bank/Track selection.

Hans-Peter Henkel.

Other Scenes can be directly accessed from KARMA or by using
MIDI events from a DAW or an external MIDI controller.

hp@hape13.de

Using the button assignments from „USER 1“ - already described

www.cool-webinars.com

above - many Performances add MOTIF Arp‘s. They often enrich the
chord with additional intervals. A change to the next Scene is initiated

very well using the Fill button. Due to the fact that each Scene can
have its own fill, it all sounds very varied. In addition - again typical
of KARMA - fills themselves don‘t follow a rigid Pattern. So fills can
span over several bars without constantly repeating. In addition,
many fills are not limited to the drums, but - depending on the style
of Performance - include a number of Modules.

Preliminary Conclusion
The 64 factory Performances cover many styles, ranging from classical
music, pop, rock, jazz, house to funk and beyond. Also, the MOTIF
sounds were programmed with great attention to detail. This
once more shows the possibilities of the MOTIF in a virtually new
environment. The memory for Mix Voices is almost fully utilized.
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Yamaha D T X 7 0 0 E ditor & L i b rarian all parameters at a glance !
John Melas, known as programmer of some Yamaha
Editor softwares, has now programmed the first Editor
for the Yamaha DTX700. Everyone who is in possession
of a DTX700 e-drum kit should not pass on this valuable
tool.
It is available as a PC version (Windows 2000 and newer) and
a Mac version (Mac OS X 10.5 and newer). You can first test the
Editor and buy a license for 29, - EUR later. Use the following link to
download the Editor:
http://jmelas.gr/dtx

After having installed the Editor software, you should first connect
your Yamaha DTX700 module to your computer using the USB-toHost port before switching it on. Then start the Editor. If everything
works, the Editor indicates in the left corner that your DTX700 is
connected with the software. Now you only need to strike the Pad
you want to edit. You are able to make all settings directly within

the Editor. It‘s really easy to access settings such as Attack, Release,
Decay, or to edit Effects and EQ parameters or to compile
Drumsets. You have everything in one window and can experiment
with different settings in real time.
In addition to the Editor the software „DTX Librarian“ is installed,
too. Which is an also very useful tool because it simplifies the
management of Drumsets. You can import Drumsets from DTX700
files (*.T7A and *.T7K), change their names and arrange them by
categories. And all this by „drag & drop“. The search for Drumsets
is also simplified.
In short: These two great programs facilitate working with the
Yamaha DTX700.
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S ong Beats A pp - the ideal
com panion for dru mming lessons
Song Beats makes practice, rehearsal and learning

Any Yamaha MIDI songs already owned by the user can be simply

even more fun and productive. The drum configuration

loaded into the App via iTunes File Sharing.

of the DTX kit is fully laid out on screen and helps the

With the new Yamaha i-UX1 MIDI Interface you are able to directly

player to accompany his favourite MIDI songs.

connect your DTX400 or DTX502 module to your iPhone or iPad and

It couldn’t be easier; a glowing ring indicates which drums to strike.
Additionally,

the

tempo

can

be

changed

and

play the drum sounds of the app.

sections

can be repeated with ease. The alternative „scroll“ display indicates
when and which pad is to be hit, too.

After each exercise the app tells you if you have been playing well, or
still need to work on your skills. That way practicing is fun!

The mute feature silences the drum tracks on MIDI files allowing
the user to accompany ‘drum-less’ tracks. This feature is perfect for
practicing students, beginners, and pro players alike.

Ten built-in songs and ten drum patterns get you started immediately, with each song having a highly informative reference video.
There’s even a dedicated online shop screen providing instant
access to hundreds of songs.
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Music Prod uction G u ides –
complete archiv e online

On the last page of the Music Production Guide a link can
be found to download a zip-file containing all previous
editions (in the Box „Music Production Guide History“).
In addition, we now offer all readers the opportunity to access all previous issues online. So the Guides archive is available from everywhere
you‘ve got connection to the internet.
After entering the access data, simply click on the relevant issue in
order to open it for reading.
The link to the German editions:
http://easysounds.macbay.de/MusicProductionGuides_DE
The link to the English editions:
http://easysounds.macbay.de/MusicProductionGuides_EN
Login:
Name: musicpro
Password: guide
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TIME FOR A
RE A L I T Y C H E C K
NEU!

HS SERIES - POWERED STUDIO MONITORS
••• Ever since the 1970s the iconic white woofer and signature sound of Yamaha‘s nearfield reference monitors have become
a genuine industry standard for a reason – their accuracy ••• The second generation of HS Series powered studio monitors are
built on the success of its legendary predecessors ••• The new series is comprised of the 5” HS5, the new 6.5” HS7, the 8”
HS8 as well as the HS8S subwoofer ••• All monitors come equipped with newly developed transducers featuring an advanced
magnetic field design that regulates the flow of magnetic response to provide natural, seamless sonic transitions ••• All HS Series
full-range models are 2-way bass-reflex bi-amplified and feature a new high-resolution 1” dome tweeter designed for extended
high frequency response with very low distortion up to 30kHz ••• Also equipped with a newly designed, high power woofer,
HS Series monitors deliver clearly defined bass even at the highest output levels •••
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C ool We binars - the name says it all
„Professional Seminars for Yamaha synthesizers and
workstations - ....

Are you interested?

... would be nice if they would be offered regularly.“

where you can find more information and detailed descriptions.

I have heard that exclamation more than once in recent
years. And there is brand new information now!
Modern seminars have (not only) got a new name: Webinars! The-

We appreciate your visit to our website www.cool-webinars.com
Also, your suggestions are very welcome. If you have appropriate
expertise and can imagine yourself in a role as a presenter/trainer,
don‘t hesitate to contact us. Our virtual classroom is available for
this purpose, too.

se are seminars that are held over the Internet. The corresponding
technology is so sophisticated now that they can actually be used
for teaching how to work with complex instruments and related software. It is not that such special topics are offered in a regular adult
education school „around the corner“. A classical seminar therefore
often includes cost factors like for example travel, accommodation, conference rooms, catering. Not one of these mentioned factors
apply for a webinar. Participants and organizers do not even have

With „cool-webinar“ regards
Yours Hans-Peter Henkel (alias hape13)
Cool Webinars Website:
www.cool-webinars.com

to leave the house. As a result, these events are already starting to
pay off from 30 minutes upwards, which brings additional benefits.
Current synthesizers and workstations offer a very wide range of
possibilities. Each user focusses on its own priorities. Based on the
description of the webinar‘s content potential participants can easily
decide, whether the topic is of interest to him. And if they feel whether their level of knowledge is sufficient to actively participate and
to benefit accordingly from the webinar.
I hope that I sparked interest in that topic. In cooperation and with
the kind support of Yamaha Music Europe the webinars for Yamaha synthesizers and workstations are currently being offered for the
instruments MOTIF XS / XF, S70/90 XS, and MOX 6/8. The content
is taught using a theoretical introductory presentation and then presented in practice. Participants can interactively pose questions via
chat. Both cross-cutting issues that apply to multiple instruments in
the same way, as well as content tailored to a particular instrument
are to be taught. At sufficiently high interest webinars can also be
conceived from participant wishes. Periodically, there will be a free
event (about 15 minutes) to demonstrate the webinar technology in
this context. In addition to the webinars we are offering other congeneric services. All webinars and services are available in German
and English.
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Y amaha Goodie :
MX49/ MX 6 1
Performance Kit

With the „Performance Kit“ there is free additional, yet high-quality
content available for MX49/MX61 users. It was produced by Yamaha Music Europe in cooperation with EASY SOUNDS and consists of
the following components:
• MX49/MX61 Performance Library
• WAV pool with about 200 WAV files totaling 93 MB
(drum loops, vocal and vocoder phrases, sound effects,
and atmospheres)
• MIDI loops & arpeggios
To register for this free goodie simply write an e-mail with the
keyword „MX49/MX61 Performance Kit“ to:
mxgoodies@easysounds.de
As soon as the registration process is complete you will receive an
e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the
file can be downloaded.
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N ew Yamaha Goodie :
M OX „S o und & G roo v e Kit “

The free MOX „Sound & Groove Kit“ is available for all registered users of the MOX.
This soundset includes an „Electronic & Dance“ soundlibrary featuring 128 Voices - a selection of the best synth-sounds from the EASY
SOUNDS soundlibraries for the MOTIF series.
In addition, the package includes a WAV loop pool with drums, synths, vocals, sound effects and atmospheres for Cubase AI and other DAWs.
Registration for this goodie is done by writing an informal e-mail with the keyword „MOX“ to this e-mail address:
moxgoodies@easysounds.de

EASY SOUNDS Soundsets for MOX
The popular MOTIF soundlibrary from EASY SOUNDS will be available shortly in the MOX format.
The following products are in preparation:
• Yamaha MOX „Xtasyn“
• Yamaha MOX „Synth Xtreme“
• Yamaha MOX „Magical Pads“
• Yamaha MOX „Stage & Studio“
• Yamaha MOX „Phat Analog“
• Yamaha MOX „Organ Session“
• Yamaha MOX „Hypnotic Stepz“
• Yamaha MOX „Chill Xperience“
• Yamaha MOX „Mystic Spheres“
• Yamaha MOX „Dance Xpanded“
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Yamaha CP 1 A rtist Per f ormances
A free soundset available in excellent quality is abvailable for every CP1 user.
A total of 64 Performances were programmed by renowned sound designers Johannes Waehneldt and Peter Jung on behalf of Yamaha Music
Europe.
The soundset can be requested by sending an e-mail to
cp1goodies@easysounds.de
containing the keyword „CP1 Artist“.
You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS containing a link where the file can
be downloaded.
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M OTI F X F
Flash M emory
Content

third

The orchestra library produced by Prof. Dr.

This free content for the MOTIF XF can be

party software vendors to offer

Peter Jung (Duisburg-Essen, Germany) is

requested by sending an e-mail containing

an extensive amount of free and

based on recordings that were created over

optional Flash Memory content for

the past five years with the participation of

registered MOTIF XF users.

two well-known Central European sympho-

Yamaha

The

flash

is

working

memory

with

content

package

ny orchestras.

„Inspiration In A Flash“ make a perfect first

The recorded sounds are very lively and au-

stock for a sample-library of up to 2 GB for

thentic. Some feature delicate impressions

the non-volatile Flash Memory of the MOTIF

of „disturbances“ that are typical for strings,

XF. This content package contains three new

such as the sound of slightly hitting the in-

User Voice Banks, 353 User Waveforms,

strument body with the bow. All recordings

458 MB of Samples and 12 User Drum Kits.

were digitally processed on PCs, collabora-

It focusses on the sound categories piano,

ting with well-known sound designers.

organ, brass & reeds, pads, synths, oriental
instruments and drums.

xfgoodies@easysounds.de
The MOTIF XF user will receive an e-mail
from EASY SOUNDS with a password and
a link where the file can be downloaded.

Voice bank also contains sounds of categories like Electric Organ, Pipe Organ, Acou-

loaded into the volatile SDRAM of the

stic Piano, and Electric Piano.

installed.

phonic“ to:

In addition to the orchestra sounds the

These Voice Banks can be individually

MOTIF XF, if no Flash Memory Module is

the keywords „MOTIF XF Inspiration & Sym-

To be able to load the complete All-file a
Flash Expansion Memory Module (512 MB

The „Symphonic Orchestra Library“ fea-

or 1 GB) is required. Single Voices can also

tures 128 User Voices, 34 User Waveforms

be loaded into the SDRAM memory of the

and 336 MB Samples (979 Keybanks).

MOTIF XF (volatile sample memory).
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MOTI F X S :
European Loyalty Program and
Oriental S o undset
The „European Loyalty Program” offers MOTIF XS users free additional but nonetheless high-class content.
It is mainly a premium Voice and sample library produced by EASY SOUNDS in collaboration with Yamaha Music Europe which contains
the following:
• The 3-layers Yamaha S700 stereo piano (32 MB compressed)
• „Sweet Voices“ and new choir and scatvoices from the Yamaha Tyros
• Best-of compilations of optional soundsets from EASY SOUNDS
• A WAV pool containing 200 WAV files with 93 MB in total
The MOTIF XS soundset „Oriental Instruments & Percussion“ was produced by turkish musicians and contains the following:
• 36 Performances
• 128 Voices
• 9 User Drum Voices
• 113 User Waveforms / 84 MB Samples of oriental instruments
• 6 Turkish Authentic Micro Tunings
„Oriental Instruments“ is developed for the use in both traditional and modern turkish music and is based on authentic samples of oriental
musical instruments. Nonetheless these special oriental instruments can be used in music styles like pop, world, chill out, ambient and whatever you can imagine.
To register for the Loyalty program and the Oriental Soundset simply write an e-mail with the keyword „MOTIF XS Goodies“ to:
xsgoodies@easysounds.de
As soon as the registration process is complete the MOTIF XS user will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link
where the file can be downloaded.

S 90 XS / S 7 0 X S:
S oundp ack age
A free „Soundpackage“ with additional high-class content is available for S90 XS / S70 XS users.
This Soundpackage is produced by EASY SOUNDS under contract to Yamaha Music Europe and contains the following:
• Soundset „Pop & Dance“ - 128 professional Voices from the EASY SOUNDS library
• Soundset „Vocoder Dreamz“ containing 40 Vocoder-Voices
• The WAVpool contains 200 WAV files with a total size of 93 MB
This free soundpackage can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „S90 XS / S70 XS Soundpackage“ to:
s90xsgoodies@easysounds.de
You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded.
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M OTI F- RA CK X S :
Sound & In fo pac k age
MOTIF-RACK XS users can obtain the free „Sound & Infopackage“ that‘s produced by EASY SOUNDS under contract
to Yamaha Music Europe.
The software package contains a Soundset (128 Voices), a WAV pool with 200 loops and audio-phrases, a demo song, and a comprehensive
guide plus tips & tricks.
This free soundpackage can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „MOTIF-RACK XS Sound & Infopackage“ to:
mrxsgoodies@easysounds.de
You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded.

S90 E S , M OT IF -R A C K E S , M O 6/ M O 8 :
Sound & In fo pac k age
Users of the MO6 / MO8, S90 ES, and MOTIF-RACK ES can obtain a free Sound & Infopackage that‘s produced by
EASY SOUNDS under contract to Yamaha Music Europe.
This includes the soundset „Pop Xpanded“ with 192 profesional live- and arpeggio-sounds. Furthermore a comprehensive documentation and
other useful files are included.
This free soundpackage can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „Pop Xpanded“ to:
popxpanded@easysounds.de
You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded.

T ENORI - ON :
European Voice & S amp le b ank
Yamaha Music Europe and EASY SOUNDS provide their free soundlibrary „European Voice & Samplebank“ to all
Tenori-On users.
The downloadable file (48 MB) contains the following:
• 18 Tenori-On User Voices (Samplings)
• 4 Tenori-On Demos (AllBlock-Files)
• 268 Samples in WAV-Format (19 MB)
• Comprehensive PDF documentation
This free sound library can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „Tenori-On European“ to:
tenorion@easysounds.de
You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded.
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Free D r u m k its
f or DTX 9 0 0 & D T XT R E M E I I I
Yamaha offers free content for DTX900K, DTX950K, and DTXTREMEIII.
There are five content packages available for downloading:
• Extra Content 1 - Jazz Kit (4 Drum Kits)
• Extra Content 2 - Rock Kit (13 Drum Kits)
• Extra Content 3 - Electronic Kit (15 Drum Kits)
• Extra Content 4 - Vintage Kit (6 Drum Kits)
• Extra Content 5 - Oak Kit (6 Drum Kits)
Altogether there are 44 Drum Kits (containing 150 MB samples) available.
For more information and the download links visit:
http://dtxdrums.yamaha.com
Go to the Downloads / Driver and Software section.
O ce a n Way Drums DTXPANS IO N Kit
These three Drum Kits have been produced by Yamaha‘s sound designer Dave Polich and are based on the sample library from Ocean Way
(Sonic Reality).
The Drum Kits feature a very complex programming containing multiple velocity layers. You can download the file at:
http://www.dtxperience.com/dtxpansion.php

Free D r u m k its
f or the D T X -MU L T I 1 2
Yamaha provides 25 high quality Drum Kits (75 MB) for the DTX-MULTI 12 for free download.
It is the same content that has been available for some time now for DTX900K, DTX950K, and DTXTREMEIII.
Here‘s an overview of the available Kits, which are divided into two files:
File 1 = Acoustic Kits
• Jazz Maple (5 variations)
• Oak X Single (5 variations)
• Vintage (5 variations)
• Rock Single (5 variations)
File 2 = Electronic Kits
• ClasscDance
• Classic RX
• Drum’n’Bass
• HipHop90bpm
• House 128bpm
More information and download links can be found here:
http://download.yamaha.com
First select your country and then enter DTX-MULTI12 into the search form.
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D TX- MU LT I 12 S o u ndset :
„Oriental Perc u ssion “
The DTX Electronic Percussion Pad MULTI-12 uses many of the high-end features and sounds from the DTX and
MOTIF series and provides an optimum tool for live drumming, productions or rehearsals.
With over 1,200 high-class sounds - including newly-developed drum, percussion and keyboard sounds - the DTX-12 MULTI enriches any
musical situation. Up to 200 User Sets can be programmed and added with effects to get ready for every conceivable musical style with the
best sounds around. In addition, the large 64MB Flash-ROM Wave-Memory can be filled with additional samples which then can be assigned
to the Pads.
Now the brand new soundset „Oriental Percussion“ for the DTX-MULTI 12 is available for registered users. It is provided by EASY SOUNDS on
behalf of Yamaha Music Europe - free of charge.
The download package includes the following:
• 50 Patterns
• 24 Kits
• 132 User Waves (18 MB Samples)
The soundset has been designed primarily for traditional and modern Turkish music. It‘s based on authentic samples of oriental percussion
instruments.
The oriental instruments are however well suited for use in other music styles such as Pop, World, Chill Out, Ambient, etc.
„Oriental Percussion“ was programmed by the Turkish musician and producer Mert Topel.
Since 1990 Mert Topel is working as a musician with nationally and internationally known pop and rock stars such as Tarkan (1993-2008) and
many others. Mert recorded several albums as a producer of jazz, fusion, rock bands, and singers like Kirac, Mor ve Otesi, Gülden Goksen,
Grizu etc. He also has his own jazz-rock band „Fenomen“, which published its first album in 2006 - with very good response from jazz lovers.
Right now his band is working on a second album. Another project is a collaboration with Alper Maral in the production of an electro-acousticoriented album called „The Voltage Control Project“, which appears in 2010.
The DTX-12 MULTI Patterns produced by Mert Topel should inspire the musician in the first place and serve as basis for his own music productions.
This free soundset can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „DTX-M12 Oriental“ to:
dtxmulti12@easysounds.de
The user will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded.
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Free T u torial D V D
for MO T IF X S / XF Users
The free tutorial DVD „The World of MOTIF XS“ (English language) is available for all registered european MOTIF XS and MOTIF XF users.
The DVD procures comprehensive instructions on how to use a MOTIF XS in a music production environment. The running time of over 3 hours covers deep insights in topics like interactive Arpeggios, live performances, sampling, recording sessions, Cubase AI and much more.
Although the instructions refer to the MOTIF XS, this DVD is of interest for MOTIF XF users,
because the XS‘ operation is substantially the same concept.
To request this DVD simply write an e-mail to:
musicproduction@yamaha.de
Please give your name, address, serial number of your MOTIF XS or MOTIF XF, and the keyword „The World of MOTIF XS“ - even if you already are a registered MOTIF XS user.
Important note: This DVD can not be shipped outside Europe!

C ubase A I T utorial Videos
for registered u sers
Thanks to the cooperation between Yamaha and Steinberg most of
the recent instruments and mixing desks from the Yamaha Music
Production range have the DAW software Cubase AI included – for
those who do not own a DAW software yet this is one good reason
more to buy from Yamaha. Even more Cubase AI is a music production tool with functions which were exclusive for high-end studios not
very long time ago.
Even better: European customers buying a Yamaha Music Production
instrument with included Cubase AI software are qualified to request
a free English language tutorial CD from ASK Video containing 23
videos on how to use Cubase AI4.
The CD is English language only and only available as long stocks
last. So better be quick – request your CD by sending an e-mail
containing the serial number of your Yamaha instrument and your
name and address to:
musicproduction@yamaha.de
MOTIF XS users can order this CD in combination with the tutorial DVD „The World
of MOTIF XS“.
Important note: This CD-ROM can not be shipped outside Europe!
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O ptional sound sets f or
MOTI F- Series / S- S eries / M O
„ Xtasyn“

„Hypnotic Stepz“

Up-to-date synth and drum sounds for dance,
trance, pop, and electronic. Phat leads &
synthcomps, pads, FX. Special attack Waveforms for punchy sounds

For users having a penchant for stepsequencers and analogue synth sounds. Synth
sounds, drums and sequences are impres
sively combined

„FM Xpanded – Vol . 1:
Electric Piano & Clavi net“

„Magical Pads“

Sample-based FM sounds with very high dynamic and authenticity, which are heavily
based on classic DX7 sounds, but also offer
new and innovative creations

Provides warm, analogue pad sounds with
huge atmosphere. Refined with sweeps,
swells, synthbrasses, atmo-sounds, and musical sound effects

„Phat Analog“

„Mystic Spheres“

Synthleads,
pads
&
more!
Time
less Voice and sample library with a
Minimoog emulation (Leadsynths) and JP-8
sounds. The ultimate analogue extension!

The ultimate Ambient + Electronic set. It contains atmospheres, pads, sound effects, spacy
synth leads, trance sounds, vocal pads, and
analogue vintage sounds

„Chill Xperience“

„Vocod er Dreamz“

Soundset for Chill Out, Lounge, Ambient,
New Age, Electronic, and related genres.
These sounds offer a high level of musical
inspiration

Combines vocoder Voices, vocal phrase kits,
and drum loop kits. The vocal phrases and
drum loops are controlled by User Arpeggios.
Its speciality is the vocoder choirs

„Drum Perfo rmer“

„Organ Session“

Lavishly produced ‘Real Drums’ for extremely
realistic sound; dry, fat and punchy. Extreme
range of sounds achieved by different recording techniques

This set is an impressive emulation of the
legendary Hammond B3. Smacky organ
sounds with concise key click and controllable
percussion. Perfect for Rock, Pop and Jazz

„Stage & Studio“
The ultimate top 40 and live set! Contains
the most important standard instruments and
synth sounds for live musicians. Outstanding
performance and power

General Information:
The above sound sets are available for the following devices:
• MOTIF XF, MOTIF XS, MOTIF ES, MOTIF-RACK XS,
		 MOTIF-RACK ES, S90 XS, S70 XS, S90 ES, MO6, MO8

„Dance Xpanded“
Sounds for Dance, Trance, Electronic, Chill
Out, Pop. The Voices include atmospheres,
pads, leads, synth basses, chord synths, gated
pads, and arpsounds

• The sound sets ‘FM Xpanded’, Drum Performer and
		 ‘Vocoder Dreamz’ are available exclusively for MOTIF XS
		 and MOTIF XF
Each sound set contains 128 Voices. Depending on the device,
additional content such as Performances, Samples, User Arpeggios, and WAV Loops are included. Further details can be found on
www.easysounds.de

„Synth Xtreme“

Price per soundset= 35,- EUR

Offers a vast range of fat, analogue synth
sounds of the highest quality. Suitable for
Trance, Electronic, Techno, and many other
genres of trendy pop music

The soundsets are available from:
EASY SOUNDS – Peter Krischker
vertrieb@easysounds.de
http://www.easysounds.de
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Imprint & fu rther L in k s

Important websites
for MOTIF users

Yamaha
Music Production Guide

Official international Yamaha website for synthesizers

The official News Guide about the Yamaha Music Produc-

including a comprehensive download section

tion product series and Computer Music Instruments

http://www.yamahasynth.com/

Published by

Official website of Yamaha Music Europe GmbH
http://www.yamaha-europe.com

EASY SOUNDS
Peter Krischker

American MOTIF support website including message

Am Langberg 97 A

board + KEYFAX webshop + „XSpand Your World“

D-21033 Hamburg

downloads

Telephone: +49 40 - 738 62 23

http://www.motifator.com/

in cooperation with

EASY SOUNDS website + webshop sounds and

Yamaha Music Europe GmbH

USB sticks for Yamaha synths

Siemensstraße 43

http://www.easysounds.de

D-25462 Rellingen
Telephone: +49 41 01 - 30 30

John Melas MOTIF Site
Editor softwares for the MOTIF series
http://www.jmelas.gr/motif/

e-mail: motifnews@easysounds.de
The

free

Music

Production

Guide

contains

news,

tips & tricks, software offers, and interviews on and

Music Production Guide
History

around

You can download all English editions already pub-

ments.

lished as one single ZIP file using this link to the EASY
SOUNDS website:
http://www.easysounds.eu/NewsGuides.zip

Yamaha

synthesizers

the

MOTIF

series,

about recording, software, and Computer Music Instru-

You can subscribe or unsubscribe to the free Music Production Guide by sending an informal e-mail to:
motifnews@easysounds.de
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S series, MO series, MM series, Tenori-On, and articles
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